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Abstract 
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basedexploratory method to non-preemptively schedule multiple criticality tasks. The exploration process obtains 
a schedule for eachperiodic instance of the tasks. The schedule adjusts for criticality mode changes to maximize 
the resource usage by allowing lowercriticality executions. At the same time, it ensures that the schedulability of 
other higher criticality jobs is never compromised.We also quantify the probabilities associated to a criticality 
mode change by using task probabilistic Worst Case Execution Times.A method to reduce the offline complexity is 
also proposed. 
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Abstract

In this work we develop an offline analysis of periodic mixed-criticality real-time systems. We develop a graph-based
exploratory method to non-preemptively schedule multiple criticality tasks. The exploration process obtains a schedule for each
periodic instance of the tasks. The schedule adjusts for criticality mode changes to maximize the resource usage by allowing lower
criticality executions. At the same time, it ensures that the schedulability of other higher criticality jobs is never compromised.
We also quantify the probabilities associated to a criticality mode change by using task probabilistic Worst Case Execution Times.
A method to reduce the offline complexity is also proposed.

Index Terms

Probabilistic Real-Time System, Mixed Criticality, Graph, Probabilistic Worst Case Execution Time

I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time systems must be reliable in functioning within real world timing constraints. Safe upper bounds are determined

to the execution time of the tasks in the real-time system as the Worst Case Execution Time (WCET). With the increase in

complexity of systems, tight task WCET estimates become difficult to obtain [7], [8]. Mixed-Criticality (MC) systems attempt

to cope with the conflict between timing safety and resource efficiency through mode-based approach [4]. Such systems operate

by switching between various criticality modes depending on the resource requirements by the executing tasks [6]. MC real-time

systems must function at various levels of assurances or criticalities [17].

The term criticality is a task property which refers to the importance of the tasks. The term mode refers to the run-time

property of the task which reflects the higher demand of resource time. A criticality mode switch is performed from a lower

to a higher criticality mode to provision larger execution time. Classically, the mode switch is a system-wide property and

triggers an action to provide more resources to the high criticality tasks, like dropping the execution of lower criticality tasks.

A system must be provably schedulable in all the modes, i.e. all the tasks present in a given criticality mode must meet their

timing constraints. Therefore the MC problem necessitates special analysis at design time which accounts for mode switch.

A real-time system where at least one of its parameters is described with a probability distribution is called a probabilistic

Real-Time System (pRTS). The probabilistic approaches in the real-time systems aim at obtaining probabilistic WCET (pWCET)

of the tasks. The pWCET is a worst case probability distribution which upper bounds the execution time of any possible task

execution behaviour [7]. It generalizes the notion of worst-case task model with multiple WCET thresholds, each with a

probability associated of being exceeded. Since a task executing for longer than a certain threshold triggers a switch to a

higher criticality mode, pWCETs allows expressing the probability of mode switch at a certain time.

MC and probabilistic approaches, both tend towards a common objective of finding a method to quantify and reduce resource

over-provisioning in the system. Probabilistic models perform this quantification in terms of probability of occurrence of various

scenarios (eg. probability of deadline miss). MC model allows to clearly distinguish extreme execution scenarios and performs

necessary actions to safely execute most important tasks. Mixed-criticality scheduling is a problem not typically approached

with probabilistic models, very few such works (e.g., [1], [2], [13], [8]) can be found among the citations in the MC survey [6].

However, according to the certification guidelines (e.g., branching from the IEC6150, ISO26262 or DO-178C standards), one

of the criteria to be considered when designing such a system is the probability/frequency of the system failing at run-time.

Since MC reflects system usage, probability of the rare event of system switching to higher criticality (not a failure) must be

quantified. Therefore, it sensibly motivates us to approach the MC scheduling problem through probabilities. On one hand it

is possible to quantify the pessimism in the system, and on the other hand it is possible to ensure safe execution of all the

tasks, especially those in the higher criticalities.

Novel job-level mode switching: For greater efficiency (less over-provisioning of processor resources), in this work we

introduce a more-fine grained (i.e., job-level) concept of modes. Whenever a job (i.e., an instance of a periodic task) exceeds

the WCET assumed for a given mode, only that job switches mode (changes run-time criticality), and more a pessimistic WCET

(appropriate for a higher criticality) is assumed. This is in contrast to most classic works, where even one task exceeding its

WCET threshold for a mode causes the assumption of more pessimistic WCETs for all tasks through a system-wide mode



switch. Job-level mode switch makes the scheduling problem harder, meaning that some lower-criticality tasks might need to

be sacrificed. However, our model allows us to limit the amount of dropped tasks, (by comparison, most works assume that

all lower-criticality tasks are dropped).

Probability quantification: Using the pWCETs, we obtain the probability of system entering higher criticalities. We can only

quantify this probability because we aim to obtain a schedule and the pWCETs do no depend on this schedule.

Therefore, the main problem and contribution of our work can be summarised as follows:

Problem and contribution: The problem approached is to quantify the probability of criticality mode changes in a multi-

criticality probabilistic real-time system and find a schedule in offline for each criticality while keeping the maximum

possible number of lower criticality jobs. Our work introduces a graph-traversal-based analytic framework for mixed-criticality

scheduling on a uniprocessor. Jobs are scheduled non-preemptively with fixed priorities.

• Via the proposed graph-based task execution model, we explore and analyze all the job and mode combinations in order

to obtain a resource-efficient schedule of jobs for each task depending on the job criticality level.

• We use probabilities from the task pWCET to quantify the probability of a job entering a higher criticality mode.

• For each job in each of its run-time criticality level modes, we provide a schedule from that point onward which maximizes

the system utilization.

The probabilities can only be quantified and not used for decision making process. This is because, while we obtain the

schedule, the probabilities come from the pWCET and pWCET is not affected by the schedule. We also present a method to

reduce the complexity of our offline process.

State of the art. Work in [15] presents a Mixed-Criticality probabilistic Real-Time System (MC pRTS) model, with quantifi-

cation of the probability of mode change. It concerns with obtaining probability of system entering higher criticality. It does

not obtain a schedule and lacks in obtaining actions to take when the system does enter higher criticality. Our work allows to

reason about mode change happening in different specific points in time and being triggered by a specific job. This affords us

a deeper understanding of the complex system behaviour and offline elaboration of optimal schedule adaptations.

Scheduling algorithms in [12], [9] and [5] focus on assigning feasible and safe priorities to the tasks. Our approach is a step

further as it aims at obtaining and optimizing a schedule in addition to assuring the safety of the highest criticality tasks. This

implies maximizing resource usage and allowing lower criticality jobs to execute.

This work fits very well with the Simplex Architecture in real-time system [3] where there is a complex system model which

can potentially result in erroneous results, and an assuredly safe system model. The decision logic switches to the safe system

model when the complex model results in errors or false values. In our context, the system execution in low criticality is the

complex model and the system execution in high criticality is the safe model. The decision logic switches the system to safe

model when a task executes for a longer duration. The safe model, that is system in high criticality, is safely schedulable.

[11] shows that MC problem lies beyond NP and PSPACE complexity and it is NP in uniprocessor case. Dealing with MC

problems will lead to complexity issues.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the notations used in this paper regarding probabilities as well

as MC system. Section 3 details the graph model used to obtain the schedule. Section 4 extracts certain metrics from the graph

model which are used to decide for an optimal schedule. Test cases are shown in Section 5 to exhibit the advantage of our

approach. Section 6 concludes this paper.

II. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

This section defines the notations, conventions, and assumptions used in this work.

A. Probabilistic background

A random variable C that represents the task worst-case execution time has multiple worst-case values, each with a probability

associated. For continuous distributions, the Probability Density Function (PDF) f (x) of C gives the probability that a

value of C lies between a and b: P(a ≤ C ≤ b)
de f
=

∫ b
a f (x)dx; with

∫ ∞
0 f (x)dx = 1. For discrete distributions, this function

is called Probability Mass Function (PMF): f (x)
de f
= P(C = x) with ∑

∞
0 f (x) = 1. The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

F(x) representation gives the cumulative probability that a value of C is less than x as: F(x)
de f
= P(C ≤ x)

de f
=

∫ x
0 f (x)dx,

for continuous distributions, and F(x)
de f
= P(C ≤ x)

de f
= ∑

x
0 f (x) for discrete distributions. The complementary of the CDF is

called Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) F̄(x): F̄(x)
de f
= P(C > x) = 1−F(x), for both continuous and

discrete distributions. An example of the continuous version of PDF, CDF and CCDF is depicted in Figure 1a, 1b and 1c.

B. Computational model

A set Γ of periodic tasks executing in a system is given. A periodic instance of a task is called a job and is represented

by J. The random variable C represents the execution of a job. Its pWCET is the function f (x). C is a worst-case execution

value which has probability P of not exceeding at run-time. We assume that the input pWCET distributions can be discrete or
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Fig. 1: PDF, CDF and CCDF distributions.
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Fig. 2: The pWCET distribution and the probability

of LO and MI criticality.

continuous. P is the cumulative probability is extracted from C given as P
de f
= P(C >C) = F̄C (x). Job J has an arrival time a

and a deadline d. The values of d and a are deterministic single-value parameters. L is the criticality level of the job. The job

inherits the criticality level of the task to which it belongs. We assume that the arrival of the first job of each task is always at

time zero. We do not consider a system criticality level or mode in our approach. We assign criticality levels to a single job

and the criticality mode change of each.

The hyperperiod H of the system is the minimum amount of time necessary for the periodic schedule to repeat itself. It is

given as the least common multiple of the periods of the tasks. The hyperperiod job set is the list of jobs with arrival times

in the time-span (0,H): Λ
de f
= {J s.t. 0 ≤ a < H}.

C. Criticality model

In this framework, we consider three criticality levels for a job: LO,MI,HI; the generalization to more-than-three criticality

levels is left as future work. LO,MI,HI respectively represent lowest, middle and highest level of importance/assurance to a

job; the order relation is LO < MI < HI.

The WCET thresholds for criticalities LO, MI and HI are CLO, CMI and CHI. The probability of exceeding these execution

thresholds are extracted from the pWCET. The probability that a job J execution exceeds CLO is P LO = 1−∑
x=CLO

0 f (x). The

probability that the J executes for more than CMI is P MI = 1−∑
x=CMI

0 f (x) The probability of executing for more than CHI is

0 since it is the maximum execution threshold that cannot be exceeded. The probabilistic version of the MC job worst-case

execution model gets inspired by [17]. See Figure 2a and Figure 2b for these probabilities and criticality thresholds.

Definition 1 (Job criticality modes). An L-criticality job J is said to be in L-criticality mode when its execution time is between

C L−1 and C L, where L can be LO,MI or HI.

The criticality of a job is its property which corresponds to its importance in the system. Criticality of a job represents

the degree of consequence on the system functional safety if its deadline is missed. The criticality mode change of a job

is a run-time property.Therefore, a HI-criticality job is: J
de f
= ({(CLO,CMI,CHI),(P LO,P MI)},a,d,HI); a MI-criticality job is:

J
de f
= ({(CLO,CMI),(P LO)},a,d,MI); a LO-criticality job is: J

de f
= ({(CLO)},a,d,LO).

The set of all the jobs Λ can be split into three disjointed sets: ΛLO, containing all the LO-criticality jobs, ΛMI, containing

all the MI-criticality jobs, and ΛHI, containing all the HI-criticality jobs. It follows that Λ = ΛLO ∪ΛMI ∪ΛHI.

We consider finite pWCET distributions to be always limited with a fixed upper-bound on the WCET. As a side note, for

HI-criticality jobs the value CHI can be also computed deterministically with traditional static analysis tools [10] [14]. The

WCET thresholds can be chosen arbitrarily, however the property L > L′ =⇒ CL >CL′ must be guaranteed. This is because

a job has to enter in a lower criticality mode before entering in a higher criticality mode, thus CHI >CMI.

For our analysis, we consider the following problem: Given a Mixed Criticality probabilistic Real-Time System with three

criticalities, job executions described using pWCET and constrained deadlines non-preemptively scheduled on a uniprocessor

machine, what is the optimal schedule when a job enters high criticality mode?

III. MIXED-CRITICALITY PROBABILISTIC REAL-TIME MODEL

As the jobs execute, any job can take more time to finish execution and thus enter higher criticality mode. This is especially

true for MI and HI criticality jobs. This calls for an analysis which is precise in determining when this can happen. Moreover,

the problem demands an optimality, at least in the resource usage. The exact meaning of optimality will be presented in the

next section. In any case, global optimality can only be proven when all the possibilities are explored.

In this section, we propose a model of mixed-criticality system based on a graph structure. With the graphs it is possible to

represent a network of possible events that can occur the system at run-time. Then, through graphs we can perform explorations

in a space of all possible schedules and aim at optimality. We do so through trees which are derived from the graph model

which form a forest to be explored. This tree model will be exploited in Section IV to obtain a schedule.
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A. Graph structure and construction

We describe the jobs of mixed-criticality probabilistic real-time system and their relations through a directed graph. The

graph represents the possible job schedules of the system in each hyperperiod. A directed graph is defined as a tuple G= {V,E},

where V is a finite set of elements called nodes and E is the finite set of ordered pairs of elements of V called arcs.

1) Nodes: Each node J ∈ V of the graph represents the execution of the job J. In the graph, each node represents a job.

We directly use the symbol J to represent the node.

Further within each node, there is a subgraph which represents the criticality mode changes of the job during execution.

Definition 2 (Subgraph). For each node J ∈V a subgraph of J is defined as follows:

• if J is HI-criticality, i.e. L = HI, the node J contains a subgraph with three nodes representing the job criticality modes:

JLO, JMI, JHI;

• if J is MI-criticality, i.e. L = MI, the node J contains a subgraph with two nodes representing the job criticality modes:

JLO, JMI;

• if J is LO-criticality, i.e. L = LO, the node J does not contain a subgraph because this job does not enter higher modes.

The subgraphs for HI and MI criticality jobs are depicted in Figure 3a and 3b, respectively. The node for LO criticality job

is depicted in Figure 3c. It should be noted that the probabilities labelled are for representation only. That is, the probability

to enter HI criticality node is cumulative and not conditional that the job was in MI node. This does not affect the schedule as

it only concerns with system probabilities. Since the nodes with subgraphs represent job criticality modes, there are associated

WCETs in each of the modes. We do not label them in the graph but we refer to them later while computing the scheduling

metrics.

The schedule of the jobs can begin with any job as the first job of a task. The jobs arriving at time zero are defined in the

following set.

Definition 3 (Early nodes set). The early nodes set S is a subset of the node set S ⊆ V such that a = 0 ∀J ∈ S, i.e. the

corresponding job is the first job of a task in the hyperperiod.

Graphically, we identify the early nodes in the set S with an extra arc entering the node which is without the source node,

as shown in Figure 4. These arcs are not considered part of the E set.

2) Arcs: The arcs correspond to the possible sequence relations of the jobs. Each arc {J,J′} ∈ E represents a possible

ordering of jobs, in particular, the job J′ executes after the execution of the job J: {J,J′} ∈ E if a < d′; where d′ is the

deadline of the job J′. It should be noted that, since the graph is directed, {J,J′} is not the same as {J′,J}. Also, no self loop

exist, i.e. arcs do not connect to themselves 6 ∃{J,J} ∈ E.

As shown in Figure 3, the nodes of the subgraph are connected by labelled arcs representing the possible transitions of the

job criticality modes with the probability label P L. These transitions are represented as the dotted lines. These are taken because

a job demands more execution time and thus enters higher criticality. From scheduling point of view, the dotted transitions

represent an uncertainty in the system and do not represent a scheduling decision.

The arc {JL,JL′} exists if L < L′ and 6 ∃L′′ : L < L′′ < L′. It follows that two arcs exist in a HI-criticality job subgraph, one

arc exists in a MI-criticality job subgraph.

Definition 4 (Exiting arcs from a subgraph). A node of a subgraph is connected to another subgraph of the nodes according

to the following specification:

• An arc {JL,J′LO} exists if {J,J′} exists.

• No arc {JL,J′L
′
} exists if L′ = MI or L′ = HI.

These two specifications are put because in our model as a result of bringing notion of criticality mode change to job level.

A job always begins execution in LO-criticality mode and then moves to higher criticalities. Therefore, the arcs from other

jobs can only enter LO-criticality node because the job always begins execution in LO-criticality. However, within the subgraph

the arcs to higher criticality nodes can only come from the lower criticality nodes of the same job. The arcs can exit from any

node implying the job can finish execution in any criticality mode. We illustrate this construction with the following example.
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Example 1. Let Γ1 be a task set of two tasks with five jobs with probabilistic executions and implicit deadlines in the

hyperperiod, as represented in Figure 5a. Job J2 is a HI-criticality job and Job J4 is a MI-criticality job. Thus, ΛHI = {J2},

ΛMI = {J4} and ΛLO = {J1,J3,J5}. Their WCETs for entering MI and HI criticality are C LO, C MI with C HI as the maximum

WCET. The graph for the jobs is built as shown in Figure 5b. Each arc represents a possible ordering between two jobs. For

example, the arc {J1,J2} ∈ E represents the possibility to execute J2 after J1. Another example is the missing arc {J3,J2} 6∈ E:

we can not execute J3 before executing J2, otherwise J2 would for sure miss the deadline. The early node set S = {J1,J2}
has been depicted with arrows without source node. The arcs represent possible scheduler choices. In particular, the arcs

originating from a node shows the possible choices for the next job to execute. For example, a schedule J1,J2,J3,J4,J5 is

plausible, while J2,J3,J4,J1,J5 is not, because no arc from J4 to J1 exists. Considering the criticality levels of the jobs as

L1 = L3 = L5 = LO, L2 = HI, L4 = MI, we build the subgraph with the showed in Figure 6a. Inside each subgraph, the mode

changes are depicted with dotted arrows labelled with the probability. These mode changes represent an event happening at

run-time, that can not be forecast during the offline scheduling analysis.

B. Scheduling tree

We need to explore all the possible combinations of sequences of the jobs in order to obtain a schedule which is optimal in

resource usage. To do so, the graph defined above is unfolded into trees which are directed graphs without cycles. The trees

represent all possible sequences of job execution; we call them exploration trees.

Definition 5 (Exploration Tree). The exploration tree T of a graph G with an early node J̄ ∈ S is defined as a tree T = {V̄ , Ē},

where V̄ is the set of nodes of T and Ē is the set of arcs of T .

An example of the tree is shown in Figure 6b. Each node of the tree is labelled with a job J. In particular, since the tree

is a rooted tree, its root is defined as the unique node with the label J̄. The solid lines represent the scheduling decision in

the tree. The dotted lines represent a job entering higher criticality and they are not a part of scheduling as they represent

uncertain events in the system.

The set of all exploration trees for different roots is called the exploration forest F . A leaf node J is a node without

successors, i.e. succ(J) = { /0}. In order to navigate the tree to obtain a schedule, we define a path.

Definition 6 (Path). A path in the tree path(J,J′′′) is defined as a unique sequence of connected arcs starting from the node

J to a leaf node J′′′; path(J,J′′′) = {{J,J′},{J′,J′′}, ...,{J′′,J′′′}} with {J,J′} ∈ Ē) for any J, J′, J′′ with J′′′ a leaf node.

It should be noted that when we refer to the notation path(J,J′′′), we always refer to a unique path with job J and leaf

node J′′′ unless otherwise specified. Two paths are same if their elements are same. Notation wise, there are many possible

paths from a node to a leaf node notated by the same jobs. Also, a path can begin at any node but must end at a leaf node.

Remark 1 (Repeated Node). A node J′ does not exist in tree if it already exists between the root and the desired point of

addition.

J′ 6= succ(J) if ∃{J,J′} ∈ path(J̄,J′′′),J′′′ is a leaf node, J̄ ∈ S

5



The above remark is to prevent addition of same node in again in the tree. This is to prevent an unrealistic scenario when

same job is scheduled more than once.

Example 2. Using the example test case shown in Figure 5a and its graph in Figure 6a, a portion of the exploration tree is

shown in Figure 6b. The tree starts at a root node J1 because J1 arrives at time 0. The jobs that can be executed after J1 are

J2,J3,J4,J5, and hence there are such arcs to those jobs. This way the tree is built by adding possible jobs or jobs in higher

criticalities from each node without repetition.

C. Comments

Each path represents a schedule in the hyperperiod which is composed of nodes with unique labels. The paths which pass

through the different criticality nodes of the same job are considered different. For example, a path which passes through LO

node of a job J is different from a path which pass through LO followed by MI node of the same job J. This is done to

distinguish the paths interpreted as schedules in various criticality modes.

Jobs uniqueness in a path: In any path of a tree path(J,J′′′) = {{J,J′}, {J′,J′′}, ...,{J′′,J′′′}}, the set of connected node

{J,J′, ...,J′′′} has unique job nodes. The nodes do not repeat in the path from root node to a leaf node. Thus, the same job

is not schedule twice. At the same time, the graph represents all possible schedules from any job. Exploration tree is the

unfolding of this graph to obtain a schedule. Since the graph representation is complete and there are no node repetitions in

the tree, all paths are unique.

All schedules represented: The graph is a complete representation of all the precedence among the tasks. The forest of trees

is built using the graph which explores all the possible permutations of jobs. Consequently, all the possible permutations of

jobs {J,J′, ...,J′′′} are represented with at least one path.

Complexity: There are n the number of jobs in one hyperperiod. In the worst case of the graph, all the job nodes are connected

to all the other job nodes, the complexity is O(n2). The size of the F set, i.e. the number of exploration trees, is the equal to

that of S, i.e. the number of jobs arriving at time zero. Regarding the tree complexity, each path represents a possible schedule.

Since all the possible schedules are represented in the tree, the worst-case complexity scenario is when all jobs have the same

arrival time. All the possible schedules have to be represented and the number of complete path is O(n!).
As we see, the graphs and trees are a representation of all the possible combination of schedules in the hyperperiod. We

navigate the tree using the paths. In the next section, we use some metrics to quantify those paths in order to obtain schedules

in the hyperperiod. A path can begin from any job node and because we know all the job combinations, we can foresee a

criticality mode change of a job and choose a best schedule from that point onward.

IV. SCHEDULABLITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we will use the trees constructed in the previous section to obtain job scheduling. The selection of schedule

is based on certain metrics which are presented first; the trees are explored by using those metrics on paths. We also present

a method to reduce the complexity of the process of building the offline tree.

We quantify the probability of the system entering MI or HI criticality from the probabilities obtained from the job pWCETs.

An important point to note is that this probability does not change depending on the schedule because it comes from the

pWCET which in turn does not depend on the scheduling. However, because the probability is obtained by choosing an

execution threshold on the pWCET, the probability of any job entering the high criticality depends on this choice. If the

probability is higher than desired, changes in the given task parameters are requested.

A. Tree metrics

Here we elaborate the information that is extracted from the graph representation of the system in the previous section.

Response Time: The response time of a job is the difference between its finishing time and the arrival time. The value of

finishing time depends on both, the execution time, and on the time instant at which the job actually begins execution. Since

arrival time is known, the worst-case value of finishing time depends on both the scheduling decision and on the execution of

the previous jobs. The Worst Case Response Time (WCRT) is given as:

Definition 7 (Worst-Case Response Time). Given a node J′′L in the subgraph of the job J′′ in a path path(J,J′′′) for some

J′′ : ∃{J′,J′′} ∈ path(J,J′′′) then the Worst-Case Response time for node J′′L in L criticality, L = {LO,MI,HI} is defined as:

WCRT(J′′L) = max(0,WCRT(J′L)−a′′)+C′′L

where a′′ is the arrival time and C′′L is the WCET at L criticality mode of the job J′′.

In the proposed model, the WCRT is consequently a function of the path, because it is different among different schedules

and tasks criticality levels.

Using the above definition, we define the deadline miss of a job as follows. A job represented by its node J′′ in a path

path(J,J′′′) is said to have missed a deadline if WCRT (J′′L)> d′′,J′′ ∈ path(J,J′′′) for any L in {LO,MI,HI}.
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Path utilization: Utilization is the processor demand by the jobs scheduled in the path. The utilization as determined by the

job characteristics is as follows,

Definition 8 (Utilization). The utilization for a path path(J,J′′′) is given as:

U(path(J,J′′′)) =
∑C′

H −a
∀J′ ∈ path(J,J′′′)

Where a is the arrival time of job J and H is the hyperperiod.

Probability of System Criticality mode: The probabilities come from the pWCETs of the jobs. There exists a probability

that a job will take a certain time to execute and in turn, execute in certain criticality mode. The pWCET of the jobs does not

depend on the schedule, thus it does not change if the job execution sequence is changed. Since the probabilities are extracted

from the pWCETs, these probabilities also remain unaffected by the schedule. Therefore, the only information that can be

inferred is the probability that the system will enter higher criticality at a certain point of time.

We do not have to notion of system criticality in this paper. However, in order to relate to the approaches where system

criticality is used, we can use the pWCETs to obtain the probability that the system enters a higher criticality. The system

enters MI criticality if at least one of the jobs in its path enters MI criticality, i.e. the first jobs enters MI OR the second job

enters MI OR..., and so on. We use the law P(A∪B) = P(A)+P(B)−P(A∩B) for any two events A and B with P() giving

their probability of occurrence [16].

Definition 9 (System Criticality Probability). For a certain path path(J,J′′′) for some J, the probability that the system enters

HI criticality is given as

P
MI
sys (path(J,J′′′)) = 1−∏(1−P

′MI)∀J′ ∈ path(J,J′′′) & : J′ ∈ ΛMIOR J′ ∈ ΛHI
,J′′′ is a leaf node

Similarly, the probability that the system enters HI criticality is P HI
sys (path(J,J′′′)) = 1−∏(1−P ′HI)∀J′ ∈ path(J,J′′′) & J′ ∈

ΛHI,J′′′ is a leaf node.

It should be noted that this probability is not a path property but a system property. It does not change with the schedule

because the total number of jobs remain the same in the hyperperiod. If this probability is higher than a certain allowed

maximum probability, it cannot be reduced through scheduling and it must be improved at the level of design before obtaining

the pWCETs.

B. System Scheduling

In this subsection, we use the information extracted from the tree in the above definitions to obtain an optimal schedule.

In order to obtain a schedule, the exploration tree is pruned by removing all except one optimal path for each job in each

criticality. We begin with defining a valid path in the tree.

Definition 10 (Valid Path). A path path(J,J′′′) for a node J and a leaf node J′′′ in a tree is said to be a valid path iff:

WCRT (J′HI)≤ d′∀J′ ∈ path(J,J′′′) and ∃J′ ∈ path(J,J′′′)∀J′ ∈ ΛHI (1)

According to the above definition, a valid path is not required to pass through all the LO-criticality jobs. Thus, there are

paths which may contain only the HI criticality jobs and no MI or LO criticality jobs.

A non-valid path is represented as ˜path(J,J′′′). A non-valid path can exist by having all the jobs meeting their deadlines

but not containing all the HI-criticality jobs and vice versa.

Definition 11 (Dangerous Valid Path). A valid path path(J,J′′′) is said to be a dangerous path if:

∃JL ∈ path(J,J′′′) : JL′ ∈ ˜path(J,J′′′),L > L′

A dangerous path is not necessarily a non-valid path. A job might meet its deadline in MI criticality and thus, might seem

schedulable. However, the same job might miss its deadline if it enters HI criticality. Such a node belongs to a dangerous path.

We extract an optimal valid path defined as follows.

Definition 12 (Optimal Valid Path). Amongst all the finite possible paths for a node J ∈ T , a valid path until a leaf node J′′′,

path(J,J′′′) is optimal if the following conditions are met in the order of priority:

• the number of MI-criticality jobs is maximum in the path path(J,J′′′);
• the number of LO-criticality jobs is maximum in the path path(J,J′′′);
• the path path(J,J′′′) has maximum utilization.
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Fig. 7: A portion of the optimized scheduling tree T schd for task set Γ1.

We look for such optimal paths for each job in each of its criticality. The output of this strategy is a tree T schd with the

information listed above. T schd is thus given as,

T schd = Optimize(T − pathT (J,J
′′′)− ˜path(J,J′′′))∀JL ∈ J,∀J ∈ Λ

where J′′′ is a leaf node, for all possible pathT (J,J
′′′) and ˜path(J,J′′′) and function Optimize() removes all but one valid and

optimal path for each job J according to the Definition 12. The tree T ∈ F with certain root node J ∈ S is chosen in which

there at least one path path(J,J′′′) for any J with maximum utilization U(path(J,J′′′)).
To recall, the objective is to find a valid schedule for the jobs. At the end of the analysis we obtain the following.

• A valid path is a schedule with all the jobs in the LO-criticality mode. If there is no such combination possible, that is

there is no such path, the schedulability test fails and changes in task parameters are requested.

• For each MI-criticality and HI-criticality job, an optimal valid path is obtained which is an optimal schedule of the remaining

scheduled jobs from that point in time onward. Such a schedule necessarily contains all the MI and HI criticality jobs and

includes maximum number of LO criticality jobs.

C. Complexity reduction

We check the condition WCRT (J′)≤ d′ whenever a new node J′ is added to the tree during its construction. As soon as this

condition becomes invalid, the tree is not built in that direction. This is because WCRT (J′) > d′ implies J′ is in a non-valid

or dangerous path. That is, the node being added already missed its deadline, then the system should not be scheduled along

this path. This way, the tree is pruned during construction. This reduces the complexity of the process of building the trees.

D. Online schedule:

From the offline analysis, we obtain a scheduling tree T schd for the task set Γ. The schedule is optimal in resource usage

and ensures scheduling of all the high criticality jobs. The system is scheduled from the root node J ∈ S,T schd as the first job.

Then the sequence of jobs in T schd is followed.

The online schedule is fixed in the sense that the schedules for each job in each of its criticality is fixed. On the other hand,

the schedule is adaptive in the sense that the job criticality mode change selects the fixed schedule from that point onward.

At run-time, a job can take more time to execute and enter a higher criticality. This is represented as the dotted transition in

Figure 7. This changes the path taken by the system by moving to the higher criticality subgraph of the job. The optimized

path from that node onward is already available in the tree T schd . The system continues in this manner for all jobs generated

by the task set. This online process goes on until the leaf node job at the end of the hyperperiod. This way, we have optimized

the schedule offline and online scheduler simply has to follow the easy to adapt sequence of jobs.

Using our approach, the notion of system criticality does not exist as we only study job criticality mode changes. All the

jobs begin execution in their LO-criticality mode and then may move to higher criticality. The scheduling tree is safely and

optimally prepared for such criticality mode changes.

Example 3. For the task set Γ1, the scheduling tree T schd is shown in Figure 7. The schedule begins with job J1 followed by

J2, J3 and so on. If J2 enters MI-criticality, the schedule can safely continue. However, we see that if J4 enters MI-criticality,

there is no node for J5. That is because J5 can only be schedule if J4 remains in LO-criticality and does not enter MI-criticality.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we propose a non exhaustive but a realistic test case to explain all the contributions made. We also discuss

complexity in this section. The task sets and the scheduling which are obtained from their graph trees are presented. We show

the advantage of our approach by maximizing the number of LO-criticality jobs which are executed when certain jobs enter

higher criticality modes. This is done as a result of finding an optimal schedule. Our approach is opposed to the classical one

where all the LO-criticality jobs are dropped when the system enters high criticality.

The task set Γ2 is shown in Table I. There are 5 tasks, task τ1 being of HI-criticality, tasks τ2 and τ4 of MI-criticality and

tasks τ3 and τ5 of LO-criticality. The corresponding periods and execution times CLO
i , CMI

i and CHI
i are also shown. All times

are in units. The task set has 10 jobs in the hyperperiod equal to 30 time units. These jobs are shown in Figure 9. As an
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Ti = Di Criticality CLO
i CMI

i CHI
i PLO

i PMI
i

τ1 10 HI 1 1.5 2.5 0.3 0.1

τ2 30 MI 2 6 - 0.2 -

τ3 15 LO 2 - - - -

τ4 30 MI 3 7 - 0.1 -

τ5 10 LO 2.5 - - - -

TABLE I: Task set Γ2.

Job Criticality Schedule Utilization

J11 MI J11,J51,J41,J31,J52,J12,J32,J13,J21 0.883

J11 HI J11,J51,J41,J31,J52,J12,J32,J13,J21 0.983

J12 MI J32,J21,J13 0.55

J12 HI J32,J21,J13 0.65

J13 MI J21 0.75

J13 HI None 0.15

J21 MI None 0.25

J41 MI J31,J52,J12,J32,J21,J13 0.75

TABLE II: Schedules of Γ2 when jobs enter MI or

HI criticality

J11 J31 J52 J51

Fig. 8: Graph for the jobs in Γ2.

example, if first job of τ1 executes, it can be followed by first jobs of the rest of the jobs or the second job of itself. We

explore such possibilities as follows.

A portion of the graph for this task set is shown in Figure 8. There are 134 nodes in the graph. It is developed into trees

of the forest. A portion of the one of the trees in the forest the with J11 as root is shown in Figure 10. There are 502,063

nodes in this tree. From the extracted valid paths in LO-criticality mode of the jobs, the following scheduling is proposed:

J11,J51,J41,J31,J52,J12,J32,J13,J21,J53 with utilization of 0.65. The probability that system enters MI criticality is 0.22. The

probability that system enters HI criticality is 0.099. For each job in higher criticality mode, the optimized schedule to be taken

by the jobs is shown in Table II. It also shows the corresponding utilization of the remaining schedule. The table also shows

that all the jobs in MI and HI-criticality are safely schedulable. We see that the job J13 enters HI-criticality, the job J21 cannot

be executed anymore. The job J21 is the last job in the hyperperiod. Therefore, the schedule for these two cases are ‘None’.

This shows the advantage of our approach. If J13 enters only MI-criticality, there is room for execution of J21. It is only when

J13 enters HI-criticality is when J21 is needed to be dropped from execution.

τ1

30

30

30

30

30

10 20

15

10 20
τ2

τ3

τ4
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0

Fig. 9: Jobs of task set Γ2
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Fig. 10: A portion of an exploration tree for task set Γ2 with the root node

J1.

Apart from the results obtained above, in order to magnify the benefit of our approach, we examine another task set Γ3

shown in Table III. In this case, there are four tasks, task τ1 being of HI-criticality, tasks τ2 of MI-criticality and tasks τ3 and

τ4 of LO-criticality. The corresponding periods and execution times CLO
i , CMI

i and CHI
i are also shown. The task set has 7 jobs

in the hyperperiod equal to 30 time units. In this scenario, the proposed LO-criticality schedule is:

J11,J41,J31,J21,J12,J13,J32. the utilization of this schedule is 0.966.

Ti = Di Criticality CLO
i CMI

i CHI
i

τ1 10 HI 5 7 8

τ2 30 MI 3 4 -

τ3 15 LO 4 - -

τ4 30 LO 3 - -

TABLE III: Task set Γ3.

No. of jobs No. of tree nodes No. of jobs No. of tree nodes

3 25 7 125941

4 157 8 1.5 million

5 1261 10 2.5 million +

6 11965 - -

TABLE IV: Number of jobs vs number of tree nodes.
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We see that task τ1 is barely schedulable in the HI-criticality mode where it has an execution time of 8 with a period of

10. The task τ1 begins in LO-mode. However, if the job J11 enters HI-criticality, the valid optimal path from the node of J11

in HI-criticality is the one which contains all the HI-criticality jobs meeting their deadlines and then maximum number of

MI-criticality jobs, followed by maximum number of LO-criticality jobs. From the tree, there exists a path: J11 from LO to

MI to HI, J21 LO to MI, J12 from LO to MI to HI and J13 from LO to MI to HI. Thus the schedule from J11 in HI-criticality

is: J11,J21,J12,J13. The utilization of this schedule when all the HI-criticality and MI-criticality jobs are in highest mode and

is 0.933. In the case where all LO-criticality jobs are dropped, i.e. if the schedule from J11 in HI-criticality would not include

MI-criticality job J21, the utilization would have been 0.8. However, as we see, there is room for including J21 to execute.

Moreover, the schedule after J11 in HI-criticality does not include J41. This is because the path from the J11 HI-criticality

node going through J41 does not reach a node for J13 in HI-criticality, causing it to be dangerous path. In this case the maximum

utilization is 1.033 which is clearly undesirable.

Complexity: Firstly, the complexity of building a tree depends on the total number of jobs. It increase with the number of

MI and HI jobs as it causes more number of nodes in the graph. Then, it depends on the given pWCET and the WCET values

of CLO
i , CMI

i and CHI
i extracted as well as the deadlines of the jobs. The more the WCET values are closer to the deadline,

the less exploration branches are there to explore. This also means, there are less possible schedules. This is because there

are less number of valid paths. A possible complexity of number of jobs vs the number of nodes is shown in Table IV. The

complexity is shown in the worst case when all the jobs arrive at the same time. Actual complexity will be less than that is

shown.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have used a graph based exploratory method to obtain a schedule for Mixed Criticality probabilistic Real-

Time System. The schedule is obtained for each job in each of its criticality. Each of those schedules are optimized in resource

usage and ensure safely schedulable for safety criticality applications. At the same time, the complexity of the exploration

process is reduced. In addition, the probabilities are quantified relating to the system and the schedule. As a next step, we

intend to introduce mixed criticality defined using the response time which is application oriented, where probabilities come

into decision making process. We intend to further optimize such a construct to obtain schedules. We will also study the affect

of task dependence in mixed criticality probabilistic real-time system.
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